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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and 
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage 
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI‑F5B/D, Scale, Old 
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry‑sponsored 
events and sanctioning “Fun‑Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the 
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and partici‑
pate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area‑wide model aviation 
events.
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Presentation/Entertainment

by Wayne Walker

For March we’ll have a demonstration by Steve Belknap on “How to 
Solder a Good Connection”. Steve will show and explain the basics 
as well as some of the tricks he’s learned in building battery packs 

for industrial and military robots for over ten years. If you have any 
questions or projects you’d like advice on, please bring them to the 

March meeting and we’ll fix them right before your eyes.

In April we are hoping to get a Museum Tour of the basement work‑
shops to see what they’re up to in new exhibits and displays. Stay 
tuned to get more info. Wayne
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The President’s Corner
By Randy Marsden

As you may have heard, the Febru‑
ary meeting at the Air and Space 
Museum closed with bad news for 
nearly everyone who attended. The 
tires on all of our cars were punc‑
tured in an apparent act of vandalism 
and a couple of the cars also suffered 
long scratches in their paint. 
Fortunately for most of us 
at the meeting insurance 
covered part of the cost. The 
museum is already in the 
process of installing security 
cameras in the back parking 
lot including signs advis‑
ing that cameras are now in 
use in that area. We plan to 
add another layer of security 
by having volunteers stand 
10‑15 minutes  parking lot 
lookout at the landing at the top of 
the stairs. One quick yell down the 
hall will bring us all out to ward off 
any unwanted visitors. 
 Special thanks to Wayne 
Walker for another great program 
speaker. A couple of good show‑
and-tells and the raffle topped off the 
monthly meeting.  

MWE  ‑ May 15‑17 ‑ planning con‑
tinues at a steady pace set by Frank 
Gagliardi. The format will be similar 
to previous years with an emphasis 
on open flying with other events 
sprinkled throughout the weekend 
days for seasoning. Electroglide, 
static and flying scale contest, a 
foamy contest of some type (Pedro 
is being cagey on the exact event, 
so stay tuned), vendor demonstra‑
tions, and of course the RAFFLE! 
For this year’s raffle, we encourage 
all members to see if they any planes 
in good flying condition to donate 
for the raffle. We also plan to offer a 
separate raffle for helicopter enthusi‑
asts so when you buy your tickets, be 
sure to specify which raffle you plan 
to enter. 
The EMAC on Feb.28 enjoyed near 
perfect flying conditions – 22 pilots 
with 8 pilots in Intermediate level 
– just as many as in Basic. Five of 

the pilots were from out of town – 
the Goodwine’s brought a complete 
rolling workshop in a 40 foot long 
trailer! At the lunch break Jeff Szu‑
eber and Josh Young put on a free‑
style demo. Even if you don’t fly in 
EMAC, stop by and see part of one 
of these events – if you come about 
noon, you may get to see another 

freestyle demo.  The next EMAC is 
April 4. 
I have not yet competed in an Elec‑
triglide but I have been practicing a 
bit with my e‑Hawk 1500. Getting a 
glider set up properly may be more 
difficult than getting an EMAC plane 
flying. At least in EMAC you get to 
use the throttle. Learning to fine tune 
the glider’s requirement to balance 
lift and momentum will take me a 
while, as will learning to make wide 
gentle turns to conserve energy. 
I received my new Krill Spark pat‑
tern plane (F3A) kit and now I am 
ordering and receiving the various 
components to get the plane in the 
air. I’ll try something new on this 
plane – a bellcrank for the elevators. 
This puts the elevator servo up near 
the center of the fuselage rather than 
in the tail feathers. I hope to have 
it built and trimmed out in time for 

the May EMAC. I’ll prob‑
ably bring it to the April 
meeting for Show‑and‑Tell. 
If you would like to follow 
the progress, I am doing a 
build log on the Team Flying 
Circus web site. 
Other local clubs are busy 
as well. WeedWackers has a 
swap meet on March 21. The 
next Otay Lake Float Fun‑
Fly is April 22. Miramar RC 
Flyers has a helicopter fun 

fly July 11-12 and an IMAC contest 
on June 27‑28. If you have never 
visited the Miramar RC site, both 
weekends would be excellent oppor‑
tunities to see a different field. The 
Chula Vista field is all cleaned after 
the flood and with a fresh load of 
gravel on the drive, it is easy to drive 
in and out again. 
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Minutes of the February 2009 SEFSD Meeting
by Paul Guidice

President Randy Marsden called 
the meeting to order at 7.00 P.M. 
on February 24.
We discussed the recent competi‑
tions of the EMAC and the float 
fly. Gravel has been laid on the 
road at the Chula Vista site. 
On March 28 there is a science 
fair at the base in Miramar. The 
members from the Miramar site 
volunteer to help at the event. 
Hitec and Sureflite will have their 
robots at the event. 
On March 5, Frank Gagliardi had 
the first meeting for the MWE 
Spring Fling. This year’s event 
will be held on May 15, 16 and 
17. We are hoping to get many 
more vendors this year. Frank is 
planning some great events to be 
held that weekend. 
Including Fastest 
Foamy in the West. 
The Fastest Foamy 
in the West was last 
included 2 years 
ago and had a large 
following both with 
the pilots and the 
crowd. There are 
many other events planned. We 
will update you as we get closer 
to the Spring Fling. Pease sign up 

with Frank if you would 
like to help out at the 
event.
On Saturday March 21 
there will be a swap 
meet at the Weed‑
whacker Flying field,  
in Lakeside, Cactus 
Park. It is being called 
the First Weedwacker 
Aerosquardron Swap 

Meet. It will be from 7:30 A.M. 
to 11:00 A.M. There is a 5 dollar 
fee for sellers and buyers are free. 
Refreshments will be available. 
There is a map of the location in 
February issue of our newsletter, 
Peak Charge.
Our guest speaker tonight was 
Doug Fronious from Northrop–
Grumman. He flies full scale glid‑
ers out of the glider port at Torrey 
Pines. He gave a nice presentation 
about the Torrey Pines Glider 
Port. He told us about his LK 10A 
which crashed 3 times, including 
one time someone bailed out of 
this glider shortly after takeoff 
which could have been prevented 
if the pilot didn’t pull the wrong 
lever. 

Doug told us about the pilots 
that flew at Torrey Pines. One of 
whom was his father, Bob Fro‑

nious. Some of these men flew 
trainers at Twentynine Palms and 
in combat during WWII. 
Torrey Pines gets a 90 day permit 
to fly starting about February 8. 
Twelve people are needed for the 
operation at the airport.  
Doug did a fine slide presentation 
about flying at Torrey Pines. The 
winch, originally was a Barrage 
Balloon Winch and brought to 
Torrey Pines when it was sold as 
surplus after WWII. The winch 
has since been re‑designed. It is 
run by a Chevy V‑8 engine. The 
winch launches the glider, the 
nose pulls up, the glider is then re‑
leased and you are up. The glider 
must stay above the cliffs because 
it is illegal to land on the beach.  
The last time someone landed on 
the beach was in the 1970’s. Once 
up you turn south over the ocean. 
There is all kinds of air traffic in 
this area, including hang gliders, 
modelers and other sail planes. 
Depending on the wind, the flights 
could be quite long going north 
over Torrey Pines golf course and 
then back or be shorter flights 
south of the glider port. When the 

pilot gets back to the 
airport he has to make 
a turn for his final ap‑
proach. This is when 
he has to watch for all 
possible traffic in the 
area. This is when he 
has to look out for both 
large gliders and small 
remote control gliders 

when trying to land. He makes 
is last turn, which is downwind, 
south of the hang gliders and be‑
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tween where the modelers fly and 
where he lands on the runway. If 
you would like to go watch them 
fly Doug says, that someone is fly‑
ing most days especially if there 
is some wind. He often gives out 
rides when he is out there.

Show and Tell‑
Steve Dente showed us his Pass‑
port pattern plane, 8 ¾ lbs., 200 
watts/lbs at 2300 watts. It also had 

side force generators and comes 
with a split rudder on some of the 
models. 
Steve Neu showed us his Gaui 
200 helicopter which flies about 
6‑8 minutes. He has recently 
flown it at the field.  Nice little 
helicopter.
Frank Gagliardi brought his 
Kyoshi Toni which was originally 
built for the Western Scale Invita‑
tional. It is an open scale ARF (EP 

version) The pattern on the plane 
is 100% accurate. You can even 
feel the rivets on the wings. The 
cowl is held on with magnets for 
easy access. The plane produces 
990 watts at 60 Amps. It has a 
14x10 prop, slit flats (which look 
awesome) and retracts. It weighs 
6Lbs 10 Ounces. Frank is present‑
ly building a 15 foot B‑29 which 
we can’t wait to see. 
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It was a long and dreary 
night standing around the 
Air & Space Museum back 
parking lot, waiting for the 
AAA Tow Trucks, they were 
the Angels of Mercy! Some 
vandals had punctured all 
four tires on 21 of the cars 
and trucks parked back there 
during our February meeting. 
The unknown vandals/gang 
members had even scraped 
and scratched the sides of 
at least two of the innocent 
parked cars. The damages 
ran from several hundred 
dollars to several thousand 
dollars per car/SUV/truck. 
The SD Police were called, 
the Balboa Park Rangers 
were called, Insurance Com‑
panies and tow companies 
were called. Soon they all 
began arriving and by 11 PM 
the last of the vehicles were 
being towed off to various 
repair and tire shops, friends 
came to pick the victims and 
drive them home. It was a 
long night for all of us, some 
not getting home till 1:00 
AM. 

None of the Museum or Park 
personnel had ever heard 
of such a large incident of 
vandalism in the Park be‑
fore. Occasional spates of car 

robbery, theft, and vandal‑
ism have happened over the 
years, but not such a large‑
scale incident as this. Most 
members in attendance had 
auto insurance with deduct‑
ibles ranging from $100 to 
$1,000. The individual with 
the highest deductable sus‑
taind $800 damage to his ve‑
hicle. This experience was an 
unexpected and unnecessary 
expense and inconvenience 
for every one involved.

NERVERMORE! NEVER‑
MORE! quoth the Raven. 

As a result of this event the 
Air & Space Museum is 
installing a State‑of‑the‑Art 
video surveillance system 
around the Museum with a 
complete set of signage to 
warn vandals and miscreants 
that they are on camera and 
will be prosecuted if they 
do any harm.  In addition 
we’ve asked the Museum to 
consider installing motion 
sensing floodlights in the 
back parking lot to help with 
visibility at night. The Video 
system should be operational 
by our March 24th meeting, 
and anyone still uncomfort‑
able with using the back 
parking lot can park in the 

The Long Night of the Tire Slashing
by Wayne Walker, with apologies to Edgar Allen Poe

front where there are people 
coming and going and better 
lighting.

At the recent BOD meeting 
we decided to ask members 
to act as Parking Lot Watch‑
ers from the balcony for 
15‑minute shifts to discour‑
age any further vandalism. 
The Museum has also asked 
that we keep the lower gate 
closed and locked when no 
club members are coming 
or going so that no intruders 
can enter the museum there. 
Steve Neu has volunteered 
to be the first guard/watcher 
and if others would relieve 
him and voluntarily take 
turns it would work out well. 
I’d encourage our members 
that still smoke to “Take a 
Break” outside now and then 
to fix their habit. 

One of the worst things 
was that our guest speaker 
that night had all his tires 
punctured too! Doug was 
very good‑natured about it 
and refused the club’s offer 
of reimbursing him for the 
deductible on his insurance. 
But we sent him and his 
wife a gift certificate to dine 
at their favorite restaurant 
instead. 
. 
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$5 Seller’s Fee:
Buyers Free
Refreshments Available
Rain date: Saturday March 28, 2009

Information:

DON  MADISON   (619)‑296‑1510

SWAP MEET
 March 21, 2009

Hours: 7:30 am – 11:30 am

Site: Weedwacker Flying Field   (SD County Cactus Park, Lakeside)

Schedule of Events
March                  
    15       SEFSD monthlt F5B contest ‑ 11:00 AM
    21       Electroglide ‑ 9:30 AM
    21 Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM
    24       SEFSD monthlymeeting ‑ 7:00 PM at Balboa Park Aerpspace Museum 
                       21-22 Float Fly – Lake Cachuma – SBRCM club, No Charge, no BBQ or raffle
                       27-29 Float Fly – Visalia Russell Pond – for directions - www.CVRCSoaring.com
                       
April                   4          EMAC #2 ‑ 10: AM  
  12 Simi Valley Flyers – Electric Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet
                       17-19 Western States 3 day Electric Fun Fly – Valley Flyers
                       18-19 Float Fly @ Lake Casitas – Ventura County Comets
                            21 Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM
                       25-26 Lake Hemet Float Fly – Hemet Model Masters – www.hemetmodelmasters.org 
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February Electroglide
21 February 2009 

Twelve pilots for this day, plus 2 more who joined in but didn’t want to be counted in the final 
scoring!  Quite a turnout!  It is also gratifying to see all those who are coming out on the third 
Saturday just to watch.  I don’t think anything in electric flight equals the thrill of our mass 
launches.  They are, truly exciting!  
Let’s talk for a minute about our place (or lack of it) in the SEFSD.  Gentlemen, “We ain’t 
creating a buzz!”  Although we have been Electrogliding for over nine years now, I feel that we 
have not been getting too much in the way of acceptance within the Club.  I’m proud of the 
Electroglide and all of you who have joined in. and we have a good product to promote!  
Let’s promote it!  If you feel the same way, here are a couple of ideas that might change that:  
First, if you go to the regular Club meetings, be sure that the Electroglide’s third Saturday  
competition is announced, or at least brought up.  There are almost always new members who 
should know about us.  Secondly, how about writing an article about your involvement with the 
Electroglide and submitting it to “Peak Charge”.   We do represent over 10% of the Club’s 
members, and we should be recognized!
Spring is here!  It’s great Electroglide weather!  Be sure to come out and join us on March 21st  
--  first toss 9:30   

Don Wemple            

                         San Diego Electroglide

    Pilot          Glider type          motor/battery       Toss 1    Toss 2     Toss 3  Total    
Pedro Brantuas    ED                         28/ 2c                   64 (20)    75 (10)      65        204
Norm Arndt    Ascent Albatross   Hacker 20-20L/ 2c           51 (10)      67 (30)       56         184      
Frank Smith     My Dezine              outrunner/3c                   45 (20)     50 (20)       68 (20)  163
Don Wilson            Ion                    Lehner basic/ 3c              41             52 (10)       58 (10)  151 
Tom Brown           Ascent              Hacker 20-20L/ 2c           47 (30)      44 (30)      20         111              
John Sigurson     Renny 2m            AXI 1275/ 3c                   32 (10)      18              29          86        
Frank Gagliardi   Ascent                Scorpion/ 2c                     14              13              18          45

                        Standard Class Electroglide

Tom Erikson        All Pilots flying the Stock Radian   63 (10)      53              57 (20)   193

Bob Anson                                                                              58             55              73          186

Bob Stinson                                                                    48           49             65         162

Brad Bender                                                                   41 (10)     38             63 (10)  142

Fred Daugherty                                                              38            41             50 (10)  129
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Take a walk on the beach. Your feet sink deliciously into 
the sand. Now scale you down to the size of a Flea on the 
same beach. Help! You’re tripping and stumbling
among knee‑high boulders and you hardly make any 
headway at all. The same principle applies to airplanes 
moving in air. Air is really a granular ubstance, like sand, 
made of separate molecules a certain average distance 
apart, with a certain “stickiness,” or mutual friction. You 
can scale down the airplane by you can’t scale down the 
air. So the same airplane behaves differently at different
scales. Anthropomorphically, the air “feels” different to 
airplanes of different sizes.The relationship between the 
size of an object and the feel of the fluid medium
surrounding it is summer up – and has been for more than 
a century now ‑ in a powerful mathematical equation call 
the REYNOLDS NUMBER.

The discovery of Reynolds number, or RN as is usually 
abbreviated, arose not from erodynamics by from plumb‑
ing. The size of a pipe needed to carry a certain flow,
and the amount of overcome the resistance of a pipe over 
a given distance, are basic problems of hydraulic engi‑
neering. Experimental measurements had yielded baffling 
discontinuities and apparent ontradictions. Fluid flow was 
a Jekyll‑and‑Hyde kind of phenomenon swapping
identities and behaviors for reasons that seemed to defy 
comprehension.

Osborn Reynolds (1842‑1912) was the classic absent 
–minded professor of Engineering at the University of 
Manchester in England. He was known for rifting off the 
middle of a lecture and working out the mathematics of 
his newest nsight on the blackboard while bewildered 
students twiddled their thumbs. Reynolds was, however, 
and original scientific thinker with the practical instincts 
of an inventor. He did significant work in several; areas 
but his most lasting ontribution was to the field of fluid 
mechanics. he experimental apparatus that led to the 
discovery of Reynolds number can still be seen today 
in a gallery documenting his work at the University of 
Manchester.

It’s a horizontal glass tube with a flared inlet. The pipe is 
immersed in a tank of water and vents to the outside.
Reynolds would open a valve to allow water to flow 
out through the glass pipe at the same time. He allowed 
a small nozzle to inject a find stream of dye into the 
pipe’s inlet. Reynolds could control the speed of flow in 

the glass pipe and watch the behavior of the filament of 
dye running though it. He observed the same phenom‑
enon that one would see when cigarette smoke would in 
still air, rise several inches in a smooth stream and the 
abruptly burst into disorderly eddies. The dye stream 
would remain perfectly straight and coherent at first, then 
explode in turbulence.

Today we call the two types of flow Reynolds observed 
LAMINAR and TURBULENT flow. In laminar flow the 
flow esembles combed straight hair. In turbulent flow, 
small whorls and eddies develop in the flow. Reynolds 
discovered hether in flow remained laminar or became 
turbulent depended on the relationship of flour factors, 
diameter of the pipe, the speed of flow, fluid density and 
viscosity. aminar flow has only half as much resistance as 
turbulent flow so engineers like to maintain laminar flow 
over as much of an airplane’s surface as possible to re‑
duce drag. But the significance of Reynolds Number goes 
beyond drag eduction. Reynolds numbers is a “similarity 
parameter” that allows designers to account for scaling 
effects and ifferent regimes of operation.
Here is Reynolds’ equation ‑ ‑
RN = VDr
m
V is the velocity in feet per second (1.466 x mph).
D is a dimension if feet. (In the case of a wing, it’s the 
mean aerodynamic chord in feet. It can (also) be the 
length of the fuselage if that’s the object of interest.)
r is the density m is the viscosity of the fluid. Once you 
pick your fluid it gets even simpler. r/m is a constant. Its 
value is about 6400 for air at sea level, so to get the
Reynolds Number for ordinary airfoils flying at low alti‑
tude all you have to do is multiply the chord length by the
speed, then multiply the result by 6400.

A 1/10-scale model with a 9-inch wing chord flying at 40 
mph would have a RN of about 281,500. The full ‑scale 
airplane with a 90-inch wing chord flying at 200 mph 
would have a RN of about 14,000,000.
Since you multiply by speed, density and size but divide 
by viscosity, it follows that as the speed, density or size
increases the RN increases. As the viscosity decreases, 
their RN decreases. The fact that flows at similar RN
behave similarly implies that a slow flow in a thin fluid 
behaves just like a rapid flow in a thick fluid. One the
convenient consequences of these relationships is that the 
RN of the keel of a sailboat operating at low speed in

Mr. Reynolds, We’ve Got Your Number - - and what it
means to model airplanes

The original article appeared in AIR & SPACE SMITHSONIAN April/May, 2000
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water is similar to that of an airplane wing travelling 
many times faster in air. So, all the research done to
create airfoils for airplanes applies equally well to sail‑
boats.
The most magical power of the RN leads us to the strang‑
est conclusion of all. Air feels to a gnat, the way oil or
honey feels to us. So flying, when you’re very tiny, isn’t 
flying at all anymore. It’s swimming. The laws of flight 
change for increasingly tiny fliers. The things that aero‑
dynamicists normally strive to optimize – airfoils, wing‑
span, surface, smoothness – cease to mean anything at 
very small scale (very low RN). The wings of very small 
(insect-size) fliers may even cease to be continuous sur‑
faces, and may be replaced by collections of hairs more 
like palm fronds than wings. The smoothly curving flows 
that generate lift on the large cale are replaced by swirl‑
ing eddies, tiny insects paddle rather than soar. Up to now 
there has been little nvestigation of practical aerodynam‑
ics at very low RN, so it is not yet clear how an extreme‑
ly tiny flying machine ought to be designed. But one thins 
is already obvious: A tiny air vehicle, whatever it is, will 
not be a shrunken copy of a conventional airplane.

(The following comments were written by Frank Della‑
mura, editor of SILENT PLEASE, the newsletter of the
Silent Electric Flyers of Long Island) So what doers this 
all mean to the RC model airplane designer or flier?
It means that your cannot scale the power just because 
you scaled the airplane geometry. It means that, as you
build increasingly smaller airplanes, the airfoil shape of 
the wing becomes less important. One can reach a point
where a flat airfoil works just as well, or better, than a 
cambered airfoil. It means that there comes a point of size
and speed where virtually all the flow, around the model 
is turbulent and nothing can be done to change to a
laminar flow.

Take the example of wing lift. Wind tunnel test shows 
that lift and drag varies with RN. For example theoretical
maximum L/D (the ration of lift to drag), for a Clark‑Y 
airfoil changes with RN.
Reynolds Number:
RN = 25,000 Max L/D = 4
50,000 10
100,000 38
200,000 48

A maximum value of 50 is reached at about 250,000. A 
RN of 25,000 is typical for a small peanut‑scale model
while values of 200,000‑300,000 are typical for modest 
size RC airplanes. What’s more telling is a comparison of
different airfoil shapes at varying RN.

Below a RN of 100,000, a thin cambered plate works bet‑
ter than a Clark-Y. That’s because the flow has become
largely turbulent and the Clark‑Y thickness just adds 
more turbulence and drag without contributing any more
lift

Once, an inadvertent experiment tended to verify that 
airfoil shape is less important as the RN decreases. Tom
Hunt is very active member of SEFLI and owner of Mod‑
el‑Tech, mounted (unknowingly) the wing backwards,
after changing a battery pack, and launched the airplane. 
During the flight Tom complained that the “new pack
wasn’t up to par. The airplane was flying sluggishly.” 
Only after landing did he realize that he mounted the 
wing with the trailing edge first.

Below RN=20,000 is the twilight zone of flight. This 
where the insect “fly” or swim through the air.

     

        March Raffle Prizes                                                            
       
       1.      An RTF 42” “Red Baron” style monoplane, 
                complete with Airtronics radio, built by the late Frank Finney.       

      2.      Two tickets to the Aerospace Museum during regular hours.        

      3.      A Scorpion outrunner motor courtesy of DMA/Steve Belknap.

      4.      LiPo batteries courtesy of Neu Motors/Steve Neu.

      5.      Set of three Servos    

      6.      More to be added, come to the meeting to find out what!

      Raffle Prizes value $350+

Classified Ads:
Great Stuff !!
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       February Raffle Prizes                                                            
       
       1.      An RTF cabin monoplane, SAM legal, built by the late Frank Finney.                           Barbara tamulski      

      2.      Two tickets to the Aerospace Museum during regular hours.                                                 Honest Mike

      3.      A Scorpion 2215‑18 outrunner motor courtesy of DMA/Steve Belknap.                             Jerry Garrison

      4.      LiPo batteries, and two micro wing servos,  courtesy of Neu Motors/Steve Neu.               Jerry Garrison

      5.      Charger                                                                                                                                Frank Gagliardi

      6.      E Max                                                                                                                                  Frank Gagliardi

      7.      LIPO Battery                                                                                                                            Honest Mike

      8.      Switch                                                                                                                                  Frank Gagliardi     

      9.      New TRINO                                                                                                                           Toim Attaway           

    10.      Com 4mm                                                                                                                                             Scott

History  of Torrey Pines
February Presentation

by Doug Fronious

Doug Fronious, a long time pilot and aeronautical engineer, gave us an excellent recount of the history and evolution 
of Torrey Pines Gliderport from the first flight there by Charles Lindberg to the present situation with the City of San 
Diego and UCSD involvement in the running and operating of the Gliderport. Several years ago Gary Fogel of San 
Diego, worked to get the TP Gliderport designated a National Historic Site. 

If you didn’t come to the February meeting you really missed out on a great presentation by someone who has been 
flying there with his father since the early 1950’s. Doug’s father was even involved in flying there in the ‘40s before 
WW2, and bought (war surplus) the first winch for gliders there. It was originally used to raise and lower the Barrage 
Balloons used to protect San Diego’s aircraft factories on Harbor Dr. and in Chula Vista from low flying bombers and 
fighters that might attack from the Pacific Ocean. That very winch is now on it’s third or fourth overhaul and re-design 
by the Associated Glider Clubs of Southern California, and will be used to launch gliders again at Torrey Pines this 
March and April. If the wind’s blowing, come over to TP and see the full sized gliders fly there just like in the Old 
Days, it may be the last time it happens due to construction plans by UCSD.
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